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• Ghent-Terneuzen Canal 1827  32km

• Suez Canal 1869  193 km

• Corinth Canal 1893  6km

• Manchester Ship Canal 1894 58km

• Kiel Canal 1895  98 km

• Panama Canal 1914  81 km

Canal of Ghent-Terneuzen is one of the

oldest sea canals from the 19th century



The relation between 

the city and the port
the 19th century port is very close to 

the historic city center

in old books the historical 

monuments were displayed 

together with the harbor cranes



New masterplan for the old port



Urban master plan (OMA) for a new 
residential area of 1200 homes in 
the old port. Basic principle is the 
use of a brochette model:  a long pin 
for holding meat (houses) in 
position while it is being roasted. 
The bell pepper and onion are the 
parcs and also the position of the 
harbor cranes



The old harbor cranes are always placed in the parks. In this way arises

a strong relationship between the buildings and the old harbor cranes. 

The old harbor cranes also reinforce the image of the old seaport



First simulation of the old harbor cranes at the crossroads between the parks, the 
quays and the water





Two old

harbor cranes

were bought

by the city



In 2016 the old port cranes were moved from the active port to their

new place



Old port cranes are now part of a four kilometer long maritime

promenade. Pedestrians and cyclists can pass under the harbor

crane



Children look fascinated
at the old crane grab



These images come from the developer's website

Placemaking with the old harbor cranes is appreciated 



Instagram: kiss for everyone and also to this

place



Three more cranes were installed 

in 2018. This 1988 sobemai harbor 

crane is the youngest



The sobemai harbor 

crane is a balancing 

crane that works without 

cables. 

This led to less

maintenance and lower

operating power is 

required

The harbor crane will be 

painted in its entirety 

with street art



Here you can see a 

simulation of a possible 

elaboration of street art 

on the crane.  Because of 

the European subsidy, a 

reference to Europe will 

be incorporated in the 

street art. 



DUDINKA:  «DUDINSKY
GIRAFFE», international 
example where traditional 
patterns of local costume 
have been used to paint the 
harbor crane



Rotterdam Maritiem 
museum

Deaccessioning of and old
harcour crane 2018

The reason for this was the
cost of maintenance

The harbor crane was a 
frequently photographed

object
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Arrival of the harbor crane 
in the port of Ghent
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The 1928 harbor crane will activate the quay in the 
coming years. 



Last but not least, a 55-meter-high crane was 
relocated in 2018
This crane is now in the axis of the old docks



The harbor crane is placed in the 2-
kilometer axis of the old docks





Belvedere terrace on the crane. Existing 
examples of Bazel and Offenbach



Crane viewing terrace on the 
ST1 crane
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technical drawings of the 
viewing terrace



Harborcrane Goliath in Basel



Blauer Kran: Industrieskulptur 
mit Aussichtsplattform 

eröffnet

Offenbach harbor crane with viewing terrace
New construction around the old crane



Before the move, the harbor 
crane was first painted (2017)



The harbor crane was moved partly with 

a boat and partly with a truck. This is 

the delicate moment that the truck 

leaves the boat



The last meters to the final location



Thank you for your 

attention


